If we take a close look at representations of the male body in popular culture, John Berger's famous phrase "Men look at women, and women watch themselves being looked at" no longer seems appropriate. Not only in the visual media, but also in popular literature male bodies are presented in increasingly eroticised ways, hence making them available for the female gaze and female desire. This shift, or "disruption of conventional patterns of looking", as Rosalind Gill observes, and the representation of maleness in popular culture and everyday life in general, has attracted much scholarly attention in recent years. While visual media such as films and advertising have already been discussed, in this respect women's crime novels remain to be examined closely. These texts have boomed in the international book market during the past two decades and are characterised, among other aspects, by disrupting conventional patterns. In my paper, I shall argue that eroticised representations of the male body are a striking feature of many women's crime novels, leading to a new type of character, the Adonis, the beautiful, erotic male -often as an homme fatal, a lethally attractive male -and that erotic tension, triggered by these representations, is crucial to the genre's typical form of suspense in some of the most popular examples.
striking by how explicitly it depicts the women's enjoyment and desire, and by virtue of the remarkable change in that the male now positions himself as a desirable object (see also Gill, Henwood & McLean 2003; 2005) . This is even more pronounced in a Diet Coke television spot thirteen years later: While Lucky Vanous in 1994 is not yet aware of the desiring female look, the 'new hunk' in 2007 now consciously presents himself as an object of female desire and amusedly enjoys his objecthood.
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John Berger's (1972: 47) dictum, "Men look at women. Women watch themselves being looked at", no longer seems fitting. Women look at men, men observe (indeed enjoy) being looked at -now the reverse thesis is a more accurate description of the current situation. Laura Mulvey's theory of gender-specific ways of looking in mainstream Hollywood cinema from the 1970s, according to which the viewer's look is constucted as male and the object of the look as female, no longer seems to hold (Mulvey 1988 (Mulvey [1975 : 57-68). The 'tobe-looked-at-ness', which Mulvey in the 1970s exclusively designated to the female position, is now also true for men (Mulvey 1988 (Mulvey [1975 : 67; cf. Doane 1985; Dyer 1986 ; see also the overview of spectatorship theories in Mayne 1993) . Women as 'bearers of the look' and men as 'objects of the (female and male) gaze', as they are humorously depicted in the Diet Coke spots, have in the meantime become quite common.
These changing conventions of looking and shifts in male body imagery have in recent years attracted much scholarly attention. Sociologist Rosalind Gill points out a number of trends and social movements that may have helped to produce this shift in the representation of maleness in popular culture and everyday life, the most important being feminism and the gay movement. Both had a transformative effect on popular culture. One result, for example, was the rise of popular subgenres, such as the women's crime novel discussed here, or the gay and lesbian crime novel. "It is within the gay media that representations of men as erotic objects [...] were first produced," Gill notes.
Over the past decade, gay media have become more mainstream, realising that such representations were also desirable outside of the gay subculture (Gill 2001: Session 2) .
3 Film and literary scholar Kenneth MacKinnon suggests that this mainstreaming occurred because of consumer capitalism. According to MacKinnon, the latter is an important motor behind this new setting of the female gaze and the (secret) male pleasures of object position, exhibitionism and narcissism. In order to fulfil its expansionist intent, consumer capitalism adopts an equal-opportunities policy by commodifying the sexes and exploiting feminist and gay politics. Advertising objectifies and feminises both men and women. MacKinnon (1997: 191; 2003: 100) hence refers to the male as erotic object as a somewhat "uneasy pleasure". Interestingly, as Gill and others (Gill 2001 : Session 2) point out, men's bodies are represented "in a very specific generic style". They are mostly white, young, muscular, slim, clean-shaven, "both hypermasculine and strangely feminine" (Neimark 1994: 34) , with facial features that connote a combination of both softness and strength: strong jaw, full lips, big eyes, and soft clear skin. These images are interesting with respect to what they reveal about "contradictory expectations about men", as Gill notes: these 'new men' have to be masculine and strong, but also emotional, nurturing, and caring (Gill 2001: Session 4; Doty 1996: 280-284) .
The erotic objectification of the male as well as the imagery of erotically coded male bodies in the visual media have also influenced popular literature. It should come as no surprise that it is to be found in romance novels, where the description of desirable Prince Charmings is constitutive of the genre. In fact, the increase of explicit erotic descriptions of the male body in romance since the 1980s is quite striking. A number of specifically labeled erotic series have been published in the last twenty years (Sonnet 1999; Scherreiks 2003; Thiel 1991; Radway 1991 Radway [1984 ; Modleski 1982) . Allison Assiter (1988) has referred to these texts as 'porn for women'. According to Carol Thurston (1987: 7) , they constitute the first major body of light fiction in which women write for women about sexuality.
However, men as erotic objects are not only to be found in 'porn for women', but also in women's crime novels that for the last two decades have been booming in the international book market. These books are written by women, influenced by second-wave feminism, and dominated by skilled female investigators well aware of gender issues.
In many of these crime novels the handsome male, the Adonis, now is a principal character type, as shall be demonstrated with reference to both one successful British and American series: Lauren Henderson's Sam Jones books and Janet Evanovich's Stephanie Plum fiction. Both series started in the mid1990s and have been translated into several languages, hence also establishing themselves internationally. Both authors are well-versed in the depiction of erotic scenes. Prior to her crime books, American writer Janet Evanovich published romance novels, which in the wake of the Stephanie Plum series' commercial success have been re-issued; Briton Lauren Henderson has penned contributions to the sex magazine Erotic Review and also writes romance novels and guidebooks.
The two series will be scrutinised from different angles: central to the analysis of Lauren Henderson's handsome males will be their staging in comparison with the visual representations mentioned above: Do the erotic men lend themselves to the female gaze in a similar way to that of the visual media? With Tart. It's a potent four-letter word. Sweet, sour, sharp, sexy, bad, with a touch of cheesecake. It seemed to sum up the detectives in our segment of the crime fiction genre, the independent-minded female sleuths who are tough enough to take on thugs and corrupt cops, tender enough to be moved by tough, tender men (or women, as the case may be). These are neofeminist women, half Philip Marlowe, half femme-fatale, who make their own rules, who think it's entirely possible to save the world while wearing a drop-dead dress and four-inch heels.
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Noticeable is the protagonists' explicit positioning as "neofeminist women". Born in 1966, Henderson and Duffy implicitly distance themselves from the second-wave feminism of the 1960s through 1980s. Their tart noir sleuths consider themselves representatives of 'power feminism' (concerning 'power' v. 'victim feminism' see Gillis & Munford 2004: 167, 172) , which suggests markedly changed subject and object positions. This is confirmed by Henderson's most recent Sam Jones novel, Pretty Boy (2001). Here -nomen est omen -the female look's object of desire is just such a handsome youth:
The dark hair fell back from his face. Immediately, I sat up straight in my chair. The sight of him had had much the same effect on me as the idea of ice cream had produced on the children. [...] Alan's thin frame was made to be filmed in black and white, stretched across a sofa in a semi-transparent shirt, [...] (Henderson 2001: 54-58) The protagonist's look both appraises and admires the pale-skinned, fragile, and feminine body of Alan, the 'pretty boy'. His body is that of an adolescent, not of an adult. In the history of the 'publicised' male body there is, as William G. Doty has shown (1996: 281), a tradition of idealising the adolescent physique, The 'pretty boy' represents the ideal of androgyny which is based on the idea of the 'integral person', a concept in humanistic psychology popular in the 1980s that contributed to the change in the representation of men and women (Gill 2003: 43; Gill 2001 : Session 2).
Pale-skinned, young, slim, hairless, and with soft, full lips, Alan's physicality corresponds with central aspects of the male body's iconography of the 1990s as described above. But it is also strikingly different from the concept of erotic manliness, as it clearly lacks 'hyper-masculinity'. Hence also Alan is revealed to be an unsuitable partner for Sam. After a 'one-night stand' she notices that he just does not smell right, "thin and reedy [...] which meant that our chemistry was off " (Henderson 2001: 293) . The words "thin and reedy" explicitly criticise Alan's lack of 'hyper-masculinity'. Thus, the combination of femininity and hyper-masculinity, that sine qua non in the pictorial representation of the male body, is crucial here.
The text passage quoted from Henderson's Pretty Boy is also instructive as to its ironic commentary on the gaze, because the protagonist, Sam, while looking is in turn being looked at by her partner Hugo. Ironic commentary and parodic reversal are frequently employed means in female crime fiction in negotiating gender stereotypes.
Elsewhere, Sam now contemplates Hugo with great aesthetic pleasure:
His skin was smooth and almost hairless, like a marble statue, and he had the firm high buttocks of a David -Michelangelo, not Donatello -or the Rodin I had seen in the Sculpture Garden at the Met in New York, the Three Shades. Being still erect, however, he had the advantage on practically any statue I had ever seen. [...] "Someone ought to sculpt you like that," I observed. He turned to look at me. "You're always objectifying me," he said. "Quite literally in this case." "Wish I could. What a shame I'm not representational. I'd get a nice slab of marble and start carving." (Henderson 2001: 3ff) The object of the female gaze, Hugo, changes his status of 'being-looked-atness' (Mulvey 1988: 67) by humorously commenting on it, and the female 'bearer of the look', Sam, readily takes part in it. The (word-)play between If there had been the least hint of campness, of coquetry, I would have recovered from the shock and made some equally flirtatious remark. But there wasn't, and so I remained absolutely speechless, staring at him, at the long narrow muscles of his thighs, the set of his shoulders, the faint golden glow of his pale body in the light from the window. A small, still-rational part of my mind observed that he did have calves, and registered approval. My mouth was dry. (Henderson 1998: 152ff) Hugo actively evokes the female look and stages himself as an object to be gazed at. In Freeze My Margarita he is literally and metaphorically introduced as an actor, as someone who likes playing with gender identities. He is less androgynous than the 'pretty boy' and corresponds to the iconographic representation of the male in the visual media, with a muscular body and feminine traits. He enjoys taking foam baths, body lotions, and perfumes, and is hence, as Sam observes at one point, "much more a girl than me" (Henderson 2001: 4) . In the media discourse of the 1990s the term 'metrosexual' has emerged to describe this kind of male, an abbreviation for "metropolitan heterosexual" (Simpson 1994 ). According to Mark Simpson, a metrosexual male is an urbanite with a pronounced aesthetic sense who invests time and money in his appearance and is not afraid to be appraised as vain or homosexual. He is a 'mirror man', someone who has internalised the controlling look into the mirror, a 'gender-bender', who crosses the boundaries between man and woman, homoand heterosexual orientation, and who obviously enjoys being the object of the female gaze. However, the gain of knowledge through the coining of such terms has also been criticised (Urbauer 2005: 95) he still encounters regularly a decade after and now considers "memorably silly" (Simpson 2003) . Nevertheless, representations such as those of Sam and Hugo attest to markedly changed gender positions. Such shifts, however, are accompanied by insecurities which in turn are picked up by female crime fiction, as will now be examined with respect to Janet Evanovich's series of bestsellers.
'HOMME FATAL' AND 'MR. RIGHT NOW': JANET EVANOVICH'S MURDEROUSLY EROTIC MALES AND THEIR POTENTIAL FOR SUSPENSE
The Adonis, the erotic male, proves to be highly productive of suspense in the female crime novel. One development of this new character type is the homme fatal -the dangerously attractive man as counter-image of the femme fatale, at whose first appearance the reader immediately asks herself: Is this object of desire to be trusted? Could that be the murderer? In both senses of the word, this alarmingly attractive male is encountered by the crime heroines in two distinct forms: In the narrower sense -and overall more typical of the crime genre and its suspense -, he is a character who threatens the bodily integrity of the heroine, which she, blinded by his physical beauty, becomes aware of (too) late. Characteristic of Janet Evanovich's series, however, is the homme fatal in another sense, in that he does not endanger her life but represents a "dangerous" erotic seduction. In Too Many Blondes, Lauren Henderson, too, uses the term similarly: "Derek was an homme fatal. Women would be fighting over him for the rest of his life, and he knew it." (Henderson 2002 (Henderson [1996 : 254)
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Playing with the homme fatal
The two homme fatal conceptions can be combined. Due to the professional suspiciousness of the investigating heroine doubts about a handsome man's capability for relationships may quickly give way to doubts about his basic integrity. This wavering between real and imaginary dangerousness makes the character of the homme fatal in female crime fiction particularly attractive from a dramatic point of view. In this respect, each subgenre proceeds differently. While Susanna Moore's psychological thriller In the Cut takes the motif of the "lethal male" literally (Moore 2003 (Moore [1995 precipitates to her doom precisely because of a suspicion finally revealed to be mistaken, Janet Evanovich's crime novels play humorously with the "potential dangers" of the homme fatal.
So far her series consists of fifteen books. 7 Stephanie Plum is a "bounty hunter" who works and lives in Trenton, New Jersey. Two male characters provide suspense in the Plum series, present from the first volume. As Stephanie Plum explains:
I've got two very hot guys in my life, and which one is the one depends on when you ask me. They're both Mr. Right. And they're both Mr. Wrong. They're both a little scary in a good way. (Evanovich & Yalof 2006: xv) This characterisation and the fact that we are dealing with characters in a series clearly indicates that one has to reckon with erotic difficulties but not the threat to life and limb.
One of either men is the Cuban-American Ranger. Combining sexual attraction with ethnicity increases the erotic potential through the allure of the exotic, the 'other'. Connotative linking of dark skin and sex appeal is a stereotype of popular culture. Additionally, the erotic promise of suspense is intensified by hyper-masculine traits. Hence a marked difference to the 'new men' in Laura Henderson's novels becomes apparant. The representation of desirable manhood in Evanovich's work corresponds to the empirically identified preferences of the female readership of romance. According to a survey by the Romance Writers of America from 2004, the three most important and desired traits in heroes are, in this order, muscles, good looks, and intelligence (Romance Writers of America Inc. 2004) . Ranger ideally fulfils all three requirements and has muscles "like they'd been carved out of granite [...] and a don'tmess-with-me-body" (Evanovich 1994: 31) .
Through such descriptions Ranger is positioned as an object of female curiosity and erotic desire; for the female protagonist he primarily embodies
[s]exual satisfaction. Beyond that I'm not sure. I gave an involuntary shiver at the thought of a sexual encounter with Ranger. I know so little about him that in some ways it would be like making love blindfolded [...] pure sensation and physical exploration. (Evanovich 2001: 280) This reveals the typical ambivalence of the erotic male with homme fatal qualities. The reference to a lack of knowledge about the erotic object (in the seventh volume of the series!) or the image of being blindfolded indicate that the devised erotic scenario represents an exciting adventure. Such directions stimulate a highly involved mode of reading perceptive to ' The lack of information evident in this example and the theme of losing control -"making love blindfolded" -are crucial to the modeling of a literary character with homme fatal potential. Accordingly, Ranger is depicted as an obscure, autonomous character: "Ranger was a cat. Quiet. Every muscle relaxed on command. Probably did yoga. Might not be human." (Evanovich 2002: 143) The image of the predatory cat employed by the first-person narrator, the black panther -Ranger's trademark being a black outfit -, represents the character type of the 'dangerously' erotic male the female sleuth is magnetically drawn to:
He moved against me and desire skittered through my stomach and burned low in my belly. He was hard everywhere. His thigh, his gun... everything was hard. [...] I had my hands splayed over his chest, and I felt the toned muscle under my hands, felt his heart beating. So he has a heart, I thought. That's a good sign. He must be at least part human.
[...] He kicked his boots off, dropped his gun belt, and he stripped. The light was low, but it was enough to see that what Ranger promised in [...] clothes was kept when the clothes were shed. He was all firm muscle and smooth dark skin. His body was in perfect proportion. His eyes were intense and focused. [...] And then suddenly he was inside me. He once told me that time spent with him would ruin me for all other men. When he said it, I thought it was an outrageous threat. I no longer thought it outrageous. (Evanovich 2002: 226ff, emphasis in original) Striking about this scene is also a distinctive double perception. On the one hand, the first-person narrator pays very close attention to what she feels and sees; on the other, she distances herself, observing and commenting on the interaction from the outside. By reflecting on the experience she retreats from the event and is not absorbed by the homme fatal. This distancing is also expressed through the humorous description which simultaneously defuses the exoticism that in a different context could be read as racist and sexist.
Elsewhere, Ranger is endowed with characteristics which ensure his trustworthiness and counteract an homme fatal perception: Not only is he erotically appealing, but also helpful, loyal, dependable, paying attention to clothing and nutrition, as well as having a sense of family. Thus hyper-masculinity combines with qualities connoted as 'feminine'; obviously, the image of the 'new man' -within more conventional conceptions of masculinity -has left its traces in the American culture also.
The particular allure of the play with the erotic male as potential homme fatal especially consists in the texts offering multiple possible readings: the reader may adopt an involved reading position, imaginarily engaging with the protagonist in erotic encounters, or, in negotiating meanings, concentrate on ironic elements which reveal the homme fatal to be a construct.
This possibility of a 'double' reading is another reason why the erotic male as homme fatal has firmly established himself in female crime fiction since the 1990s. Janet Evanovich's series also demonstrates how the suspense related to the presence of the 'murderously' erotic men may be secured in the context of an ongoing serial. Ranger is only one of the two "very hot guys" in Stephanie Plum's life, between whom she is torn -which already suggests the basic structure of Evanovich's serial eroticism. The way in which investigative and romantic story lines are interwoven and weighted has in the reception of her novels repeatedly become the object of discussion among readers; their reactions suggest that the romantic story line often attracts greater interest than the crime plot.
For crime novels conceived as a series, the love story poses a problem which has been discussed on the crime mailing list DorothyL under the heading 'Will They or Won't They?': The more emphasis a series places on an evolving erotic relationship of the protagonist as motor of suspense, the greater the danger that it loses its payload once the sexual act has taken place. It therefore suggests itself to postpone such turning points in the heroine's romantic story line. Which is also the case with Evanovich's series. The 'first time' between Stephanie Plum and Ranger cited above does not take place until the eighth volume of the series -although already from the first volume on it repeatedly almost takes place, preferably towards the end of the book in question, as a deliberately placed cliffhanger designed to make readers buy the following title in the series.
This procedure can be quite tricky, however. It not only requires inventive plotting in order to avoid seeming schematic -an impression almost unavoidable by the third instance of deferring the sexual act; every postponement also leads to an increase of expectations in case the intimate encounter finally takes place. Thus, one of Evanovich's readers expressed her disappointment:
I was initially really annoyed at the lack of detail in the sex scene with Ranger. I couldn't figure out how, after that, she was going to make up for glossing over something we 've Another discussion thread within the crime community focuses on feasible alternatives to the 'series-endangered' first intimate meeting of the protagonist and her partner. "They finally 'did it' and the anticipation was no longer there. I know it can kill a TV series (Moonlighting)", one contributor notes. The advice given to writers of series, with Evanovich in mind: "Some writers keep the tension building by throwing in a triangle (Stephanie & Joe & Ranger) and then that splits readers into pro-Joe and pro-Ranger camps." (DorothyL, Subjekt: Will They or Won't They?, 8 July 2003) The triangular relationship proposed here is in fact the basis of the erotic tension throughout the entire Stephanie Plum series. Joe (Morelli) is the second representative of erotic manliness. Having two erotic male characters allows for greater dramatic possibilities in varying the romantic action crucial to Evanovich's series. For this the contenders for the heroine's favours must be characters on a par, which automatically draws them closer together; at the same time, they must also be different enough from one another.
Joe Morelli also meets the demands of the romance readership -he is intelligent, of muscular build, and exudes great sex appeal. His character is obviously so attractive that in contemplating the ideal casting of his role in a potential film adaptation of the novels one of the readers on DorothyL enthused: Like Ranger, Joe Morelli has the homme fatal ability to ruin a woman's life, as Stephanie Plum observes at the beginning of the first volume: "There are some men who enter a woman's life and screw it up forever. Joseph Morelli did this to me -not forever, but periodically." (Evanovich 1994: 3) Just like his competitor, he appears to her as a "force of nature"; she characterises him as a comet which "once every ten years gets sucked into my gravitational pull, furiously circles me, and then rockets back out into space and our needs never seem to be in total alignment" (Evanovich 2001: 280) .
Besides these similarities Evanovich provides her second 'beauty' also with sufficient individuality. While he is an investigator, too, as a policeman he more unambiguously represents law and order than Ranger, who often sails close to the wind. Although Joe is sometimes also troubled by too much closeness, he is socially far more affable than Ranger. Originating from an Italian family clan, he enjoys the company of others. With his dog he lives in a house, cosy and with a garden, inherited from his aunt. His masculinity is associated with qualities such as warmth, humour, and a sense of family. This would make him seem virtually predestined for the role of 'Mr. Right' -if this were not opposed by the dramatic reasons given above. Hence, the protagonist's unwillingness to choose between the two men structures the whole series: "It was like choosing between birthday cake and a big-boy margarita" (Evanovich 2005: 8) . Therefore the series keeps alternating between the two male characters, there is no longer a 'Mr. Right', but only (an alternating) 'Mr. Right Now'. Not the least to maintain the series' suspense, one of the romantic genre's main conventions is suspended (Harzewski 2006 : 37 speaks of 'Mr. Maybe').
The variations on the Adonis character as 'pretty boy', 'gender bender', 'homme fatal' and 'Mr. Right Now' reveal a distinctive change in the female crime novel. In many texts created in the context of the second feminist movement, female desire and sexuality are conceived as being highly problematic in a male-dominated culture. Female sexuality was taken as "the locus of unequal heterosexual power relations": main topics of the early texts often focused on domestic violence, incest, rape, sexual harassment and restricted personal freedom to walk the streets (Vance 1992 (Vance [1984 , cited in Sonnett 1999: 172).
8 In the texts of the 1990s however, female desire is liberated from these burdens. Female desire, the female gaze at the erotic male is no exception but the rule. Indeed, women also look, and they thoroughly enjoy doing so.
Such displacements, however, always also imply insecurity; 9 acting out newly won freedoms is limited by the fear of losing control of one's libidinal drives, which is narratively enacted through the character type of homme fatal. In this way, women's crime fiction also contributes towards society's self-understanding with respect to the changing gender positions. 9 The appearance of the femme fatale in film noir may be considered a comparable case, which is interpreted as a reaction to changing gender relations and the concomitant effect of male insecurity, see Dietze 1997; Place 1980; Dyer 1980; Kaufmann 1997. 
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